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[0096] However, in IC 200, an exemplary functional unit 210 is now further sub-divided into two or more exemplary functional clusters 215. Each
functional clusters 215 is distinguished by the fact that all transistors within the functional cluster belong to the same electrical property class. For example,
the first functional cluster 215.1 is composed exclusively of transistors 115.1 which all have a high threshold voltage (HVt). The second functional cluster,
215.2 is comprised of transistors 115.2 which all have a standard threshold voltage (SVt). The third functional unit, 215.3 is comprised of transistors 115.3
which all have a low threshold voltage (LVt). As a result, each functional cluster 215 is comprised exclusively of a single type or single class of transistor
having a common electrical characteristic such as those having a high threshold voltage, a standard threshold voltage, or a low threshold voltage.

[0099] In order to design a functional unit with discrete functional clusters 215, it is necessary during the design process to consider which types of
functions within the functional unit 210 mav lend themselves to transistors 115 of a specific electrical property class. For example, some applications
may require transistors which have a high threshold voltage, while other specific applications or functions lend themselves to transistors which may
require a standard threshold voltage or a low threshold voltage. (A threshold voltage is one example of a critical voltage level.)

[0113] Exemplary IC 600 includes an IC power control element 605. IC nower control element 605 in turn mav be comprised of a number of
modules which can regulate the power consumed by each functional unit 210 and each functional cluster 215 of exemplary IC 600. Control by IC
power control element 605 is exerted through general control lines GCL. An exemplary single common bus GCL is shown conveying signals from
module/cluster power supply voltage control 635, module/cluster clock signal control 640, and module/cluster substrate bias voltage control 645 (all
discussed further below) to functional units 215.

[0115] System or IC state monitor 610 may serve to maintain monitor and gather status information for functions throughout IC 600. For example,
IC state monitor 610 may obtain information on which functional units are currently in use, or which functional clusters are currently in use, or both
or which functional clusters are likely to require a higher clock frequency within a predetermined period in order to support an application. It may
also maintain information on a voltage currently being applied to functional units 210, or functional cluster 215, or, similarly, on clock speeds or
substrate bias voltages for functional units 210 and functional clusters 215.

[0140] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an exemplary method 900 for designing an integrated circuit (IC) according to the present system and method. The
method begins at step 905 and continues immediately with step 910. In step 910, a determination is made as to the functional requirements of the
IC (also known as "applications") such that a further determination can be made as to functional units of the IC. In this way a list of functional units of
the IC is created.
[0141] In step 915, a first functional unit is selected for evaluation.

